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Russian EAC Minpromtorg License 

is obligatory for registration of a license when importing the goods to the Customs Union territory 
of the EAEU which are limited according to section 2.16   so  it is necessary  to submit so call it 
EAC license  another name License of Ministry of Industry and Trade (Minpromtorg license)

Most common products which require Minpromtorg license are -equipment of industrial, scientific
and medical function including high-frequency generators ,RF devices ,Cellular and PSTN 
products  which fells into section 2.16 of restriction for import into the territory of EAEU .

It is also necessary to make out the EurAsian Conformity license for the import of radio electronic
equipment of various applications, for the transfer or reception of a voice, image, data and other 
types of information, including built-in, or as part of other goods.

example of the Minpromtorg license for Licensed Devices for import into the Russia

In some cases the EAC license is not obligatory; such cases belong to exceptions of the general 
order. List of exemption here

Types of a product which may fell into Minpromtorg license or Radio frequency center Russia: 

http://www.mintest-russia.com/upload/iblock/7d5/7d5a59a370c55d9de67b97972b2dd5f9.pdf
http://www.mintest-russia.com/upload/iblock/4ef/4ef166e1212659f574a8c54953b480d0.pdf
http://www.mintest-russia.com/upload/iblock/7d5/7d5a59a370c55d9de67b97972b2dd5f9.pdf
http://www.mintest-russia.com/sertifikatsiya-produktsii/zaklyuchenie-rchts/


 transit of radio electronic equipment & high frequency devices without the right of use on
the territory of the Customs Union;

 temporary import of radio electronic equipment & high frequency devices installed on 
vehicles;

 re-importation of radio electronic equipment & high frequency devices, previously 
temporarily exported from the territory of the Customs Union;

 import of radio electronic equipment & high frequency devices in the avionics, sea or 
river vessels;

 import of radio electronic equipment & high frequency devices for repair or installation 
in air, sea or river vessels and other technical equipment, manufactured in the territory of the 
Customs Union, without the right of use on the territory of the Customs Union and subject to the 
reverse export from the territory of the Customs Union of goods received as a result of 
manufacturing or after repair of electronic equipment and high frequency devices.

Second, these exceptions refer to products whose technical characteristics are normalized, in that 
radio-frequency legislation is harmonized globally. 

Permit for importing RFC /Radio Frequency Center approval Russia 

For import into the territory of Russia of high-frequency devices, radio electronic equipment and 
components it is necessary to obtain the conclusion on the compliance with the requirements of 
the specifications and conditions of operation approved by the State Commission for Radio 
Frequencies (SCRF).

The authorization document for import is the conclusion of the Radio frequency center (RFC). 
It confirms that the devices meet the requirements established by SCRF, are included in the 
established list or do not require entering it.

Russia - Prohibited & Restricted Imports

Includes a list of goods that are prohibited from being exported to the country or are otherwise 
restricted. 

The import and export of goods in Russia is carried out in accordance with the unified list of the 
commodities that are prohibited or restricted for imports into the EAEU (Eurasian Economic 
Union). The list was approved by the EEC (Eurasian Economic Commission) Collegium 
Resolution No.134 dated August 16, 2012 (According to the annex № 1 to the decision №30 ECE 
College of 21.4.2015.  (full list of a licensed or non-tariff regulation products)

 Additional documents regulating the import and export of goods include the Customs Union 
Agreement on Licensing Regulations of International Trade dated June 9, 2009, and the RF decree
No.1567-р of 23.09.2010.

A current list of these items, and the applicable regulations, can be found at the following link >>  
On August 7, 2014, in response to Ukraine-related sanctions, Russia imposed a one-year ban on 
imports of certain agricultural and food products (covering about 52 specified HS classifications) 
originating from the United States, European Union, Canada, Australia, and Norway. On June 24, 
2015, Russia extended the agricultural food ban by one year, to August 2016 and carried out until 
December 31, 2017.

# Russian Trade license - Get Ministry of Industry and Trade license ( Minpromtorg License)

http://www.eurasiancommission.org/en/act/trade/catr/nontariff/Pages/ediny_perechen.aspx
http://www.mintest-russia.com/sertifikatsiya-produktsii/zaklyuchenie-rchts/
http://www.mintest-russia.com/upload/iblock/c32/c320a9304f23eb8fdd860bf3557a3c3a.pdf
http://www.mintest-russia.com/informatsionnye-materialy/info_union/
http://www.mintest-russia.com/informatsionnye-materialy/info_union/


# LLC MINTEST Russia Radio devices 

# importing radio to Russia 

# Russia importing Telecom products 

# Bluetooth requirements for Russia 

# Wi-fi requirements for Russia 
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